
Linguistics/CSE 256 Final Project

29 January 2009

due 20 March 2009

You are heavily encouraged to work in groups on this project!!! Be sure to state what
the contribution of each member of the team was.

1 Data

There are many, many NLP-related datasets available here at UCSD, ranging from syntac-
tically annotated treebanks of English, German, Chinese, and Arabic to datasets of human
eye movements to named-entity datasets in English. A few of you already have easy access
to some of these datasets via accounts on the truffle fileserver; check out the subdirecto-
ries of /local/corpora and /local/data1. If you don’t already have such access and are
interested in checking out such datasets, write to me. Also check out the Linguistic Data
Consortium (www.ldc.upenn.edu) for more information on corpora.

2 Topics

There are lots of topics to choose from, and you should also feel free to choose your own.
These include:

� Language modeling

� Document Classification and/or Segmentation

� Topic models

� Word segmentation

� Part-of-speech tagging

� Word-sense disambiguation

� Parsing
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� Semantic role labeling

� Computational Semantics

� Coreference resolution

� Sentiment Analysis

� Generation

� Document Summarization

� Question Answering

� Paraphrase Generation

� Textual Entailment

� Computational Psycholinguistics

All of these topics can be approached using supervised methods, unsupervised methods, or
a mixed approach.

For the most recent ACL conference programs with cutting-edge work on these topics,
check out http://www.ling.ohio-state.edu/acl08/schedule.html and http://conferences.

inf.ed.ac.uk/emnlp08/timetable.html.
The final projects assignment handout here: http://www.stanford.edu/class/cs224n/

handouts/cs224n-fp.pdf also has some ideas that might be useful. Finally, there are lots
of example final projects at http://nlp.stanford.edu/courses/cs224n/.

3 Writeup style

The writeup should have about one to two times the quantity of substance as one homework
assignment. Unlike the homework assignments, I only expect a single final-project writeup
per group. Once again, be sure to mention who did what. The following sections are crucial:

� Clear statement of the problem (with practical/theoretical motivation)

� The dataset used

� The model & algorithm

� The tests you ran

� Your results, including some analysis

� Prospects for future avenues of exploration/development

Once again, you can get examples of final project writeups from other StatNLP courses
at http://nlp.stanford.edu/courses/cs224n/.
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